
CONTRAST FREESTYLE™
Creative edging

– Improving urban spaces



This is the most flexible and creative edging system
we have ever developed.  

Let your ideas flow...
… and create magic with forms, heights, materials and add 

multifunctional urban space furnishings.

The goal of CONTRAST FREESTYLE™ is; to give the 
landscape architect the freedom to design green 
areas using the popular raised planter concept; to help 
create award winning projects with a unique look and; 
to help create thriving environments in the local areas 
for many years to come with functional aesthetics.

The result is a unique system that is fully flexible, as the 
products are produced for the individual project. This 
means that designing the shapes and sizes is entirely 
up to the landscape architect.

CONTRAST FREESTYLE™ can be delivered in exactly 
the height you want and in four different surfaces. 

With the possibility to add urban street furniture and 
bicycle parking the raised planter will be much more 
than just a raised planter. It is now a complete green 
environment with practical features, that makes it 
inviting and useful for neighborhood residents.

CONTRAST FREESTYLE ™ Creative edging
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Create liveable cities
The raised landscape planter system is both popular and very suitable for the establishment of green areas in the cities. 
Using raised edges, it becomes possible to create stunning perspectives by lifting the landscape above street level. 
This is the starting point for CONTRAST FREESTYLE ™.

The system utilizes the differences in the height to create an aesthetic and vibrant environment and a sense of space 
with materials that give a modern urban expression.

– improving urban spaces

CONTRAST FREESTYLE™ is much more than just an
edging system; small islands of nature that can be 
created in the middle of the city, and with accessories, 
that can be simply clicked on. 

CONTRAST FREESTYLE ™ Creative edging

Integrate benches

Create new social 
meeting places.

Add greenery

Enhance biodiversity and 
recreational values.
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Add Street Furniture
FLEXIBLE ACCESSORIES

With Contrast Freestyle™  you can add street furniture 
and add more recreational value to your project. Making 
the urban space into an inviting relaxation spot attracts 
visitors and makes for a more vibrant city life.

Our benchset can be designed to match your vision. 
You can add aditional support, or choose between four 
different timber materials. Finish your design with any 
RAL-colour.

The discreet and elegant design allows the designer to 
completely determine the finished appearance. 

CONTRAST FREESTYLE ™ Creative edging

With support Without support
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– improving urban spaces

Integrate Bike Parking
FLEXIBLE ACCESSORIES

Make Contrast Freestyle™ multifunctional by adding 
bike racks to the planter. The bike racks can be designed 
to suit your project and is framed around a robust core 
of steel.

CutAway bike rack

CutAway bin

CutAway bench

CutAway Addition

In areas where space is restricted, the CutAway system
allows you to recess the accessories into the raised 
planting area.
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CONTRAST FREESTYLE ™ Creative edging

Choose a finish

Create the aesthetic ex-
pression that lives up to 
your intention.

Choose a form

Design with materials of 
highest quality.

Galvanized Untreated Corten steel Powder coated

Materials
By adding accessories the raised planter will be much 
more than just a raised planter. The practical features 
makes it inviting and useful for the residents of the 
neighborhood.

CONTRAST FREESTYLE ™ edging system is produced 
in steel with the possibility of four different surfaces. 
Powder-coated finish in any RAL-color.

The material thickness starts at 3 mm and increases 
according to the height of the edge. 
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Endless opportunities
Most landscape projects are unique in terms of space, location and functionality. The freedom to draw and create 
something unique is, therefore, crucial to the success of the project. 

CONTRAST FREESTYLE™ gives the landscape architect the freedom to design beautiful nature islands in any form and 
size, and with exactly the functionality required.

Edge Height
CONTRAST FREESTYLE ™ edging system can be delivered in all heights up to 1200 mm depending on 
the required desgn.

Example: 500 mm Example: 750 mm

Max height: 1200 mm

CONTRAST FREESTYLE ™ Creative edging
– improving urban spaces

Design example: Long bench with wooden slats, mounted almost invisibly.
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We create liveable cities where people feel 
happy, healthy and safe
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